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COMPARING MEASURE THEORETIC ENTROPY 
FOR a-FINITE MEASURES 

WITH TOPOLOGICAL ENTROPY 

MAGDA KOMORNlKOVA, JOZEF KOMORNlK 

This paper follows the collection of works dealing with comparing topological 
and measure theoretic entropy (cf. [3], [5], [6], [7], [8]). The famous variational 
principle (cf. [4]) asserts that topological entropy of a continuous transformation of 
a compact space is the supremum of measure theoretic entropies of regular 
invariant probability measures. 

We wanted to find an extension of this result for noncompact spaces. The 
original definition of topological entropy does not require compactness (cf. [1]). 
The class of invariant probability measures for a continuous transformations of 
a noncompact space can be empty (cf. [4]). Therefore we introduce the measure 
theoretic entropy for a a-finite measure as the supremum for entropies of 
conditional probabilities determined by this measure on sets with finite positive 
measure. 

If the considered measure is finite the new invariant is not smaller then the 
standard entropy. On the other hand, if the cr-finite measure // is regular invariant 
this entropy is not greater than the topological entropy. 

I. Entropy for a-finite measure 

Definition 1. Letfi be a o-finite measure on a measurable space (X, 9) and Tbe 
a measure preserving transformation of X. Let 9 be the system of all finite 
measurable partitions of X. For %e9> and A e 5 ^ , 0< / i (A)<oo we put 

%A = {BnA:Be%}, (1) 

H(^)=^v[KB\A)] 
Beg 

where 

(t\=i ° for t = 0 
m ' l - t l n / for te(0, 1) 

Let N be the set of natural numbers. For any neN we put 



Further we put 

n-\ 

V 
i=0 

^ ( T , A , | ) = l i m - H a r ^ ) . (2) 
n n 

Finally we define 

h,(T, A) = sup {h,(Ty A, £): £e &} (3) 
and 

h,(T) = sup {K(T, A): 0< ju(A)<oo}. (4) 

Remark 1. Analogical topological notions were introduced in [7]. 

Remark 2. It is obvious that the function h^(T) is an invariant with respect to 
the class of the measure preserving isomorphisms commuting with the considered 
transformations (cf. [8]). 

Proposition 1. For any meN and Ae& with 0<//(A)<o° we have 

K(Tn,A) = mK(T,A). (5) 

Proof. For any m<neN there exists qeN such that 

mq^n^(q + \)m — \. 

This yelds that for any £ e SP we have 

\J r-» >(§»•)=('+yn"1 T-'(|)>§n+1^ f"-*V r~" ' (D-
/ =0 i=0 j=0 

Therefore 

¥^-(,!i)-iH(E^(r)]J^i-H([^)< 

^lim H (\\l T-mi(%m)\ ) . 
q mq \L;=o v ' V 

The first and the last terms of the above chain of unequalities are equal to 

- L . M T ~ , A . r ) . 

Hence 
h(T", A, %)^h(T", A, ?")^mh(T, A, S)^h(T; A, f") 

and 
h„(Tm,A) = mhtl(T,A). 



II. Comparing witfh topological entropy 

Definition 2. Let 88(X) be the o-algebra generated by open subsets of 
a topological space X. We say that a o-finite measure fi defined on 3ft(X) is regular 
if for any B e ®(X) 

fi(X) = inf {fi(U): BaU, CJopen}. 

We show that this definition is equivalent to another one, which seems to be 
stronger. 

Proposition 2. Let pi be a regular o-finite measure on a topological space X. Then 
for any B e ffl(X) we have 

inf {fi(U-B): BcU,Uopen} =inf {ft(B-C):CczB,Cclosed} = 0. 

Proof. Consider a fixed measurable partition {An}n=i of X composed by 
disjoint sets of finite measure. For any B e 3&(X) put 

Bn=BnAn, neN. 
We have 

«»fi(Bn)=mi {fi(U):BnczU, IJopen}. 

For every £>0 and neN there exists an open set Un=>Bn such that 

fi(Un)-fi(Bn) = fi(Un-Bn)<^. 

Put 

u=\jun. 
n = \ 

We have 

(i(U-B) = fi(\JUn-(jBl)^'Zfi(Un-Bn)<e. 
\«=1 n=\ / n=\ 

Let T be a continuous transformation of a Hausdorff space X. We consider the 
topological entropy h(T) introduced in [1] by means of open coverings containing 
finite subcoverings (see also [8], ch. 6). 

Theorem. Let fi be an invariant regular o-finite measure on $ft(X). Then the 
inequality 

K(T)^h(T) (6) 
holds. 

Proof. First we repeat an important fact (cf. [2] th. 6.1). For any natural 
number m there exists em > 0 such that for any two measurable partitions (of any 
probability space) 



a = {Al9 ..., Am} and /3 = {B0, Bu ...9 Bm} 

the inequalities 

fi(AiABi)<£m for i = l9...9m 
imply 

H(a|j8)<l. (7) 
Consider 

A e $ ( X ) with 0</u(A)<«>. 

Note that for any Bu B2effl(X) we have 

//(A) 

Let a = {Ai, ..., Am}. We can choose closed sets CczA, with 

/ / ( A f - C ^ e m - M A ) for i = l, ..., m. 
Put 

Co = X - l j G and W = C 0 uC for i = l , . . . , 

(8) 

m. 

Let /? = {Co, G, ..., Cm} and y = {l/i, ..., I/m}. Note that y is an open covering of 
X and that the topological conditional entropy 

H{p\y) = \n2 (cf. [7]). 

Consider the measure space (A, ifr\A, ^(- \A)). According to the considerations 
giving (7) and (8) for any j = 0, 1 , . . . we have 

u([^'«h|[nSM<l. 
Hence for any n ̂  1 we have 

H([a1A)-H([^]A)^nfH([^a].|[7-^].) 
7=0 

(cf. [8], th. 4.5). 

Therefore 
A , ( T , A , a ) ^ A , ( T , A , | 8 ) + l. (9) 

Note that 
K(T9 A, f})^h(T9 A, P)^h(T9 P) (10) 

where h(T9 A, ft) and h(T9 f5) were introduced in [7] in a similar way by 
topological means. 

We have 

h(T9P)^h(T9y) + H(p\y)^\n2 + h(T). (11) 



From (9), (10) and (11) we get for any a and A inequality 

K(T, A, a)^h(T) + l + ln 2. (12) 

Hence the relation 

hW^hffl + lnl + l (13) 
holds. 

Considering T1 instead of T and applying (5) we get 

n n n n 

for arbitrary n. 
Hence the inequality (6) is fulfilled. 
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СРАВНЕНИЕ ЭНТРОПИИ ст-КОНЕЧНЫХ МЕР 
И ТОПОЛОГИЧЕСКОЙ ЭНТРОПИИ 

Ма^а'аКотогткоуа—]от.е1 К о т о г т к 

Резюме 

Вводится энтропия для а-конечных мер как супремум из энтропии для индуцированных 
условных вероятностных мер. В случае, когда рассматриваемая мера регулярна на нормальном 
пространстве Гаусдорффа и инвариянтна относительно непрерывной трансформации, ее эн
тропия не больше топологической энтропии. 
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